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Agile S NI Mobile helper for the fire service
The fire service rescues, extinguishes,
recovers and protects, and is called
out to all types of accidents, mishaps
and natural disasters. Today officersin-charge are supported by powerful
software solutions to optimise
procedures during operations, but normal
office laptops or tablets are generally
unable to cope with the conditions that
prevail on site.
The Agile S NI from BARTEC is an extremely robust and
versatile tablet PC that has been developed specifically for
harsh environments and has the most extensive range of
accessories on the market. It withstands impact, vibrations
and even falls from a height of over one metre onto concrete,
can be used within a temperature range of -20 °C to +50 °C
in Zone 2 (-10 °C to +50 °C in Div 2) and due to its IP 65 (IEC
60529) certification is dust-proof and water-proof. With its
large, high resolution 10.1" LED display, the device offers
excellent readability in all daylight conditions.

No consideration needs to be paid to
potentially explosive atmospheres due to
the Zone 2/22 and Div 2 certification.
The devices are alternatively
available in a Industrial version.

Directly en route
to the deployment

Recognise
danger quickly

Live
documentation

Keeping an eye on
technical equipment

After a fire
is before a fire

Using the Agile S NI, the
journey to the deployment
location is possible
without map or detailed
local knowledge, saving
a huge amount of time
during operations.*

Airbags and belt
tensioners can injure
firefighters in an
emergency. Relevant
information available on
the Agile S NI
enables sources of danger
on modern vehicles to be
detected on site.
Hazardous materials data
sheets can
also be downloaded
directly during
operations.*

Using the Agile S NI,
documentation of the
deployment is possible on
site and can be completed
with images and videos.

The operating times for
breathing apparatus can
always be seen instantly
on the tablet PC. Those
wearing
breathing apparatus can
be identified immediately
and clearly by means of
RFID.*

Agile S NI ensures the
unambiguous detection
of the material using
barcode or RFID, and
helps establish which
material needs to be
inspected or replaced.
Pen and paper are a thing
of the past – everything is
recorded in digital form.*

The docking station
enables the Agile S NI to
replace the PC that would
otherwise be required.*

* “3rd party software“ that supports these functions is required for application.

Accessories for Agile S/Agile S NI

Leather carry case

Shoulder strap

2-slot
battery charging station

Radio module 4G/LTE
EU/US and
Asia-Pacific
and South America

Docking station

Vehicle
docking station

4-point belt
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